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Serial 2324 (volume all this serial) Atlanta report of 4/18/68 

B of cover again says all "negative" results being withheld, kept in Atlanta and 
this report is not being given to the USAttys in Birmingham or Memphis without 

Hq authorization. 

14—15 MaW described by Mrs. Lucy Cayton is not Ray, but could there have been 
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more than 1 man leaving the parking lot at Capitol Homes at the same time? This 
interview is of 4/11. On 4/16 she ID'd a picture. She says he was carrying a notebook. 
So does Mrs. Earnest Payne (sic) 

Mustang examinaéd at FBI garage. Contents begin 25. 

Report on tiresi& does not report whether any had defect, slow leak, etc. 

Ray got laundry not much after 9 a.m. 4/5, Piedmont, Atlanta. 42, She hdd a slip / 
showing the deposit of laundry on 4/1, nine items. Raya says he was not there that day. 
Garner says Ray got there first on 4/5 in a black car. 48 he has Galt leaving fpr 
Michigan on 4/9 with Harold G. Anderson. Says they were gone morning 4/10. 53 if 
says he was confused and was really thinking gzba about another man, William Lee, 
confusing him with Galt. 54 places date Galt's arrival 3/24/68. Found Galt's note 
saying when he came back from B'ham he'd get TV on 4/5 about 11 aeme when he was 
going to change linens. amma! 

Search Ray's room, list of what was taken 

Negative results from cab-company checks on pickup near Capitol Homes that day. 

Partial map of Altanta in appendix shows considerable distance between rooming house and 
Capitol Homes project, latter near an interstate highway. But the question remains why 
did he abandon the car there. ‘his is magnified by the absence of any cab pickup and the 
lack of apparent reasonable expbanation for going to Atlentae The clothes he picked up 
cost less than the trip, unless he feared buying clothes anywhere.


